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2012... in my eyes

Hello Friends and Family!

This year has been a Adjective neat one. Not much has changed with me so I am sorry to tell you that

this letter may be a Noun of the information that you learned about me a year ago. I am still

Verb - Present ends in ING fifty five hours a week as an assistant manager at Arctic Circle in Bountiful. This

year has been a Adjective great year to Verb - Past Tense because we've been up in sales and our

food cost has been in line. It has made it so we have profited more this year than years past.

Chris and I recently Verb - Past Tense from across the street from the Air Force Base to another part in

Layton to a Adjective apartment, which we love. The cool thing about this Proper Noun is it has

come with a fireplace, bay windows, a vaulted ceiling, a balcony, breakfast bar and a washer and dryer. It's only

a one bedroom, but it's pretty Adjective . It's located in a Proper Noun community that includes a

clubhouse with a pool and year round hot tub.

We still have our two rambunctious cats, Quigley and Calico. They seem to enjoy the space we have in this

apartment much better than the previous one. They run up and down the hallway chasing each other, especially

at night when we're supposed to be going to bed.

Once I can cut back on my hours on my Proper Noun , I have plans to go back to Cosmetology school.

However, I don't think that will be into the next year.

A highlight of the year was purchasing my Dodge Caliber. This was exciting because I have always have run

down type cars. They got me where I needed to go but had never ending problems. That January night we had

the



really bad snow storm that made National news, and that Proper Noun video made of it, a cook hit my car

while trying to leave the parking lot. He shattered one of my headlights and lifted my hood. I went to go get it

fixed and they ended up totaling my car out. I ended up getting a settlement check and put a good down payment

on it and now have a 2007 Dodge caliber. It's probably the Adverb cars I've had in my life so far as well

as the first automatic car I've owned.

Chris no longer works at the day care in Clearfield and now works at Chevron in Kaysville. They are working on

making him a manager.

I expect that everyone had an Adjective 2012 and hope we all make 2013 more Adjective .

Kim and Chris
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